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“A people, who, secure in their own homes, permit their rulers to carry devastation and death into the homes of another people, assuredly deserve
little respect no matter how loudly they may boast of their liberty-loving spirit.” James Connolly.

Why the Fear & Scare Mongering?

LESS people are dying in Ireland
this winter than for many years. In
fact, since the peek of the Covid19
crisis last March/April 450 less
people died than over the same
period in 2019, this is a fact.
This month THE PEOPLE’S
PAPER have an exclusive report
on claimed Covid19 deaths versus
actual excess deaths in Ireland
throughout 2020, the data is
explained below and fully verifiable.
Government knows that LESS are
dying, but it gets no mention, why?
Here is an interesting quote from
Leo Varadkar, speaking on RTÉ Six

One News on 17th December last:
“Let’s bare in mind that this
winter in Ireland has seen no excess
deaths … no more people have died
this winter than any comparable
winter for the last 5 years”
So why are NPHET publishing
misleading figures every day,
leading us to believe that Covid19 is
killing people and that we are all in
mortal danger?
It all depends on how you define
a Covid19 death, we offer some
explanation below, but we also offer
this quote from Varadkar early in
2020, explaining how they counted:

“we counted all deaths, in all
settings, suspected cases even when no
lab test was done, and included people
with underlying terminal illnesses who
died with Covid but not of it.”

The
entire
presentation
is
frightening, doubly so, given that
Covid19 does present a real danger
to those who are vulnerable.
For normal healthy people,
especially the young, below 60 years
old, there is almost no danger.
What is all the fear about? Why is
our country locked down again?
The World Health Organisation
(WHO) already advised against
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lockdowns, saying they only create
poverty.
Maybe the fall off for the last 8
months is explained by the Covid19
induced premature deaths in Care
Homes seen during March/April?
Patients were transferred into
Homes without Covid19 testing
and without PPE, the facilities were
understaffed. Of those who died in
March/April 62% were in the Care
Homes, a result of gross Government
neglect, that remains unanswered.
Scandalously, Micheál Martin says
that there will be no public inquiry
into these tragic, lonely deaths.

Government NPHET claimed Covid19 Deaths -v- Actual Excess Deaths (from RIP.IE) in 2020
Chart 1 - based on RIP.IE & NPHET data
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Is ó lá go lá atá an rialtas ag feidhmiú
faoi láthair, is léir nach bhfuilid ar
aon intinn fiú ar an bhfeachtas atá
acu ar an vírus Corónach.
Féach ar a seafóid a tharla leis
an Aire Oideachais maidir le
hathoscailt na meánscoileanna do
mhic léinn na hArd Teiste! Nóiméad
amháin bhíomar chun iad a oscailt,
tar éis an chomhairle sláinte is fearr
a fháil, cúpla uair ina dhiaidh sin an
mhalairt scéal a bhí ann.
Dár linn, nuair a thagann an
ghéarchéim seo ar fad chun deiridh
feicimid cúpla rud… feicimid rialtas
gan mhaith, amadáin gach aon duine
acu, a ghéill do ghrúpaí suimithe, ar
chúis amháin nó ar chúis eile. An
darna rud a fheicimid ná géarchéim
nua airgeadais.
Tá fiacha móra nua le teacht orainn,
suas le €40 billiún sula mbeidís
críochnaithe.
Beidh orainn íoc as na fiacha sin
amach anseo… agus seans gurb é
sin atá taobh thiar den ghéarchéim
ón tús. Ag an deireadh beidh chuid
mhaith de mion gnóthaí dúchasa
bainc-briste, agus gan dabht beidh
na vultures ag fanacht don fhéasta.
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Notes regarding our Chart data, and the identification of Covid19 cases and deaths:

We make the general presumption
that excess deaths in a pandemic are
caused by some infectious disease,
in this case by Covid19.
Data for ‘Claimed deaths’ comes
directly from NPHET, we mapped
the data over months in order to see
any trend.
If Covid19 is killing people on it’s
own then we should expect these to
be in excess of normal mortality.
Our research compares these
reported Covid19 deaths with actual
excess deaths for 2020.
Our data for actual deaths was
taken from the RIP.IE website.
Both the CSO and HIQA have
previously used RIP.IE as a source;
to verify its accuracy they compared
official death figures over the past
few years with RIP.IE and find it to
be less than 2% off the true figure.
In order to establish the level of
excess deaths, a difference of less
than 2% has no relevance, provided

that it exists in both years under
comparison.
The difficulty with official death
figures is the delay in reporting; it
takes an average of 2 months for a
death to be notified, and often longer.
The CSO reports that the Covid19
crisis has delayed the reporting
systems even further.
Both the CSO and HIQA published
their own excess death reports midyear in 2020, based on RIP.IE data,
therefore we are confident doing the
same now for all of 2020.
For the excess death data in ‘Chart
1’ we took the RIP.IE data for 2019
and 2020, about 65,000 records in
total (after cleaning), we spread the
data over months, and subtracted the
totals in one year from the other.
To clean the data we removed
duplicate entries and any deaths
identified as from either the 6
counties or abroad (many deaths are
reported with multi-location).

We have checked our results
against earlier official data and
are confident that we are accurate;
up-to-date official data will not be
available for another few months.
The Chart 2 data (below) was
copied by us on 31st December,
directly from the NPHET website,
it is clearly visible that the massive
increase in case numbers has no
reflection even in the claimed
Covid19 death figures.
In regard to official claimed
deaths, readers need to consider how
the figures are arrived at.
Listening to daily NPHET reports
we hear regularly about people
dying “of or with” Covid19, this is
a very broad statement, non-specific.
In mid-April the WHO issued
guidelines on how to identify
Covid19 deaths, they include any
“death resulting from a clinically
compatible illness, in a probable or
confirmed COVID-19 case”.

The HSE has stated that where
the treating doctor has “a strong
clinical suspicion” that the patient
had Covid-19 … but where the
person has tested negative for the
virus, or not been tested at all, these
deaths will be notified as a death in a
“probable/possible Covid-19 case”.
Cases are normally confirmed, but
not always, based on testing.
PCR is the primary test, based
on magnifying (cycles) samples to
identify viruses. However, PCR
accuracy is strongly disputed.
The New York Times reported
that in Massachusetts, from 85 to 90
percent of people who tested positive
in July with a cycle threshold of 40
would have been deemed negative if
the threshold were 30 cycles.
People with absolutely no
symptoms, and in no danger at all,
are bring diagnosed with Covid19.
The HSE uses a cycle count of 40
to 45, so high results are expected.

Total Confirmed Cases & Deaths

Cases Reported Cumulative

Daily Confirmed Cases & Deaths

Cases Reported Every Day

Chart 2 - based on official NPHET data on their website

The huge increase in Cases detected is not reflecting any change in the number of deaths - whether claimed by Government or not

This year, we begin a two year
term as member of the UN Security
Council. When the appointment
was made the then Taoiseach. Leo
Varadkar. said the position would
further our “ambition to play a
central role in contributing to
international peace and security.”
How can we promote world
peace when we collaborate with
warmongers?
Last year, about 250 US military
planes landed at Shannon Airport,
about 40 other NATO aircraft
from France, Belgium and the
Netherlands also landed, in
addition, the US airforce passed
over our airspace about 400 times.
About 3 million US troops and
their weapons have passed through
Shannon on their way to and from
warzones in the last 20 years – that
is about 400 foreign soldiers per
day, using what is supposed to be a
civilian airport.
There are 79.5 million displaced
people in the world today, 39
million of whom are as a result of
America’s involvement in war over
those 20 years.
The vast majority of Irish
people cherish our neutrality,
but
successive
Governments
have allowed those engaged in
aggressive and illegal wars to use
our national territory.
Shannon Airport has become a
military base for the US Air Force.

Have a story to tell?
We can be contacted on
facebook.com/IrisAnPhobail/
or email: info@cppc.ie
You can help by taking
any number of papers for
distribution among friends
Diarmaid Ó CADHLA, editor.
Mobile 086-3805005

Assange, and Truth-telling, Remain in Jail
On January 4th a British court
ruled that Julian Assange, journalist
and co-founder of WikiLeaks, was
not to be extradited to the USA.
The court refused to extradite
Assange because it believed that he
presented an “unmanageable high
risk” of suicide and that conditions
in US prisons could not prevent this.
There is widespread dismay
that the ruling was made on health
grounds rather than in defence of
freedom of expression.
Of note is that the court accepted
all of the arguments of the US, which
essentially threatens any journalist
exposing war crimes or corruption
among the power elite. In that
regard, the idea of free press or free
journalism has taken another hit.

The monopoly controlled media
has been virtually silent regarding
this attack on journalism, and silent
too while the US and UK take
revenge against Assange and anyone
with ideas about reporting the truth,
in so far as it affects their imperial
interests.
Assange remains in jail.
An application to have Assange
released on bail was rejected, even
though the basis for his detention
has been removed by the courts
decision.
The Assange legal team will
appeal the denial of bail, and the US

will appeal the refusal to extradite
him, and so the battle continues.
In May last year the UN special
rapporteur on torture and inhuman
treatment, Nils Melzer, said
that Assange was undergoing
psychological torture.
Following a visit to top-security
Belmarsh Prison Melzer said:
“It is obvious that Mr Assange’s
health has been seriously affected
by the extremely hostile and
arbitrary environment he has
been exposed to for many years.”
Assange has been detained, one
way or another, for 10 years for the
‘crime’ of doing honest journalism,
he exposed war crimes and the
massive corruption that exists in
power circles.
Outside the bail hearing on 6th
January the real nature of British
Justice revealed itself further.
While peacefully protesting the
denial of bail to Assange, 7 activists
were arrested under emergency
Covid19 legislation, they included
92 year old Eric Levy.
Levy, a long time and known peace
activist was ‘escorted’ away by 10
policemen who had illegally hidden
their ID numbers from public view,
such is the hallmark of fascism.
If extradited, for publishing the
truth about the conduct of US forces
in Afghanistan and Iraq, Assange
could face up to 175 years in prison
in the US.
Of special Irish interest in this
case is that the Assange legal
team includes Gareth Peirce,
who previously represented the
Birmingham Six, the Guildford
Four and other notorious cases of
miscarriages of justice.

Taoiseach: “the Banks were not bailed out”
This is the type of ‘truth’ we get
from our Taoiseach these days, and
it is said in the sincerest possible
way, frowning to give extra weight
to making it true.
Micheál Martin made the statement
in the Dáil just before Christmas, he
was responding to demands that the
state should bailout the Debenhams
workers; like had been done with the
Banks while he was Minister.
Understandably the comment
caused uproar, but maybe that was
it’s intent?
Having been severely criticised
for making such a blatantly false
statement Martin defended himself,
saying he had “misspoken”.
Even now, Martin hasn’t denied
the substance of what he said, he
claimed he simply “made a mistake
in terms of how I articulated it”.
The Taoiseach went on to explain
that there was a difference between
‘bailing out the Banks’ and ‘bailing
out the shareholders of Banks’.
A spin-doctor for Martin said it
was “clearly not the case” that
bank owners and shareholders were
bailed out. “The State injected
equity into the Banks so the banking
system could continue to function to
protect jobs and support economic
recovery.”
The spin-doctor comments made
no mention of the Bondholders
all over Europe, the UK and USA
running away with our money –
nearly €70 billion – a debt that will
be on our backs for generations.
Martin was a long term member of
the Government who led us to bailing
out the banks – he knows well. We
bailed out Anglo Irish Bank, Irish
Nationwide, EBS, Permanent TSB,

AIB and Bank of Ireland. Anglo and
Irish Nationwide were liquidated,
while EBS was taken over by AIB,
which was taken over by the state.
We saved the Euro currency itself,
paying 42% of the EU’s banking
losses – the losses of privately
owned Banks and the shareholders.

Coiste Neamhspleách
Comórtha Náisiúnta
(Independent National
Commemoration Committee)
3rd January,
Óglach Jeremiah Casey,
Derryfineen, Reananerree.

Neither did Martin’s spin-doctor
mention the ECB’s threat that a
“bomb (economic) would go off in
Dublin” if we attempted to burn the
bondholders. Thus we saved the
shareholders from gambling debt.
The debts imposed on us to ‘bail
out the banks’ has cost real lives,
people lost their homes, businesses
closed, wages and pensions were cut
and often lost completely.
The whole story gets us thinking
about other ‘alternative truths’
and ‘alternative facts’, something
that the powers-that-be have used
for generations, rewriting history,
cleaning up their past crimes, but all
the time creating the acceptance to
allow them continue following their
own self-interests.

Part of a chat between Anglo-Irish
executives about the Bank bailout.

Mandate Trade Union are the Biggest Problem Facing Debenhams Workers
In September last year, Gerry Light,
General Secretary of Mandate, made
this statement:
“The time for sound bites has
long passed, the workers of this
country need immediate and
decisive action.”
Militant words indeed.
Since then he has written ‘strongly
worded’ letters to both An Taoiseach
and to KPMG, the liquidator, but
they just keep ignoring him.
A few months ago the Union
negotiated a ‘deal’ which workers

rightly rejected as a complete sellout of their entitlements.
Again now, Mandate has got nothing
in the Labour Court, the proposals
are being voted on by workers on
12th January and are expected to be
roundly rejected.
The Labour Court ‘deal’ is worse
than the earlier one, offering €3
million for training courses to
workers. There is no talk of their
Union negotiated entitlement of 2
weeks standard redundancy plus two
weeks extra, per year of service.

Letters to the editor are welcome,
as Béarla nó as Gaeilge. We must have the writers name but
we are happy to publish anonymously.
Please keep to about 250 words. Email to info@cppc.ie

Trade Unions
Have Given Up the Fight

You’ve been writing about
how Mandate have sold-out the
Debenhams shop workers, well
they are not the only rotten Trade
Union. There was a time when
Connolly Hall was a buzz with
union meetings every week, you
could actually have your say at the
meetings.
It is a long time now since
Connolly hall, SIPTU or any other
union listened to workers. They are
all on big salaries now, and full of
their own importance.
Are we supposed to be happy that
every few years the unions come
out making strong speeches, and
then disappear?
As your paper has said, they could
have sorted the Debenhams dispute
long ago, if they decided to.
I am a committed union man, I
support the Debenhams workers
fully, they have a difficult battle on
their hands, but they cannot rely on
Mandate for anything.
(name is with editor)

Victoria on the Street
Names in Cork city
I would like to complement the
lads who painted out Victoria’s
name, I’m glad they got no
conviction in court.
It is a shame on us all that Cork
city still has places named after
her, especially the Victorian quarter
which includes Mac Curtain Street,
named after the Lord Mayor.
Is there a city in any other country
who would do such a thing?
I blame the Cork Business
Association who encouraged it and
the Council for allowing it, they
gave no thought to the feelings of
the people.
City Hall seems to think it is good
to associate with royalty.
I’d say they’d have us back in the
empire in two minutes if they had
their way.
Well done to the lads, we need
more of that.
Sean McCarthy, Bishopstown.

Mandate is making no effort to
enforce the deal they negotiated and
agreed on behalf of the workers.
Where is the “immediate and
decisive action” that Gerry Light
called for last September?
Letting the employer and KPMG
off the hook, Light has said “the
only people who can resolve this
to the benefit of the workers is the
government”, what rubbish!
Mandate should call on it’s 40,000
members, all of whom are affected
by the same issue, and they should

join a militant fight in defence of
their members entitlements.
If the Vulture Fund owners of
Debenhams can walk off with
£1.2 billion and if KPMG are
sitting on €95 million cash and
over €25 million in stocks, then
the €10 million to pay the workers
entitlement is available.
A Union doing its job would ensure
that all KPMG’s work in Ireland is
halted until they honour the agreed
terms, ICTU should support such a
compaign; all Irish people will.

BREXIT ‘Deal’
Our National Interests are Betrayed Again
Brexit
has
happened,
the
UK appears to have won the
negotiations, and to show that we are
good Europeans, our Government
has once again agreed to pay the
EU’s bill.
The UK now:
• has free trade across the EU.
• has free trade with other countries.
• is no longer answerable to EU
bureaucrats.
• is no longer bound by EU courts.
• has taken back 25% of the fish
normally taken by the EU.
But guess what? Our government
has yielded and we are to make up
the EU loss in fishing through cutting
quotas to Irish trawlers. Aside from
Scotland, we are the only other EU
state with any fish worth bothering
about, so the ‘deal’ is being carried
by us, once again.
It is feared that one in three
large Irish fishing vessels will be
decommissioned in the next five
years as a result of this Brexit ‘deal’.
There are just over 160 Irish boats
over 18m long, about 60 of them are
expected to go out of business.

Centenary Events

The Taoiseach expects the ‘deal’
will have a “severe impact” on Irish
fishing, he says it will cost the sector
a staggering €35 million a year,
however, industry spokespeople say
the loss will be closer to €87 million.
The Minister for the Marine said
we would lose 26% of our mackerel
quota and at least 13 percent of our
prawn quota. (the EU gives us an
allowance, a quota, for catching our
own fish! aren’t they good boys?).
Perhaps an unanticipated followon from Brexit is the status of
Rockall, where an Irish fishing
boat was boarded by a UK fishery
protection vessel earlier this month,
they were told they had no right to
fish within 12 miles of Rockall.
The Government in Leinster
House has never laid claim to
Rockall. The UK claimed rockall
back in 1955, they declared it part of
Scotland in 1972.
Various means of measure place
Rockall closer to Ireland or to
Scotland, but in terms of inhabited
land, it is much closer to us, the least
our state should do is claim it.
Why do we keep paying the EU?

10th January,
Óglach John McSweeney,
Lismeelcunnin, Kanturk
17th January,
Óglach Patrick O’Donovan,
Cullenagh, Courtmacsherry
(buried Timoleague).
17th January,
Óglach Denis Hegarty Jr.,
Clashfluck, Timoleague
(buried Templequinlan, Clonakilty).
24th January,
Óglach Daneil O’Reilly,
Kilbrittan, Bandon
(buried Republican plot Bandon)
24th January, John Cowhig (either
a Volunteer or strong supporter,
possibly IRB), Coolflugh, Tower.
31st January,
Óglach Denis Bennett,
Mourne Abbey Mallow
31st January,
Óglach Captain Cornelius Murphy,
Ballydaly, Millstreet.
(Executed UCC).
7th February,
Óglach Lieutenant Patrick Crowley,
Jr, Kilbrittan.
7th February,
Safe house and father of Óglach,
Daniel Moloney, Courtmacsherry
(related to Volunteer Patrick
Crowley).
7th February,
Óglach Michael John Kelleher,
Knocknagree.
7th February,
Óglach Vice-Commandant Patrick
Driscoll, Skibbereen.
14th February,
Óglaigh Timothy & James Coffey,
Enniskeane.
14th February,
Óglaigh Seán Phelan, Patrick
O’Sullivan, Batt Falvey, Upton.
14th February,
Óglaigh Edmond Creedon, Patrick
Dorgan, Patrick Flynn, Michael
Looney, Mourneabbey.
14th February,
Óglaigh Thomas Mulcahy, Patrick
Ronayne, Burnfort (executed UCC).
14th February,
Óglaigh Jeremiah O’Neill,
Cornelius McCarthy, John McGrath
and Timothy Connolly Jr,
Crois na Leanbh, Kilbrittan.

facebook.com/EireSaor
Learn the Bag Pipes?

Tomás MacCurtáin
Búíon Piobairí
normally meets every
Thursday at Gael-Taca’s
rooms, Sullivan’s Quay.
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